Intrinsic sodium currents and excitatory synaptic transmission influence spontaneous firing in up and down activities.
Periodic up and down transitions of membrane potentials are considered to be a significant spontaneous activity. These kinds of oscillations always accompany with some spontaneous firing in up state. Our previous theoretical studies mainly looked at the subthreshold up and down transitions and characteristics of up and down dynamics. In this paper, we focus on suprathreshold spontaneous firing of up and down transitions based on improved network model and its stimulations. The simulated results indicate that fast sodium current is critical to the generation of spontaneous neural firing. While persistent sodium current plays a part in spontaneous fluctuation. Both intrinsic fast and persistent sodium dynamics influence spontaneous firing rate and synchronous activity in up and down behavior. Meanwhile, blocking excitatory synaptic transmission decreases neural firing and reveals spontaneous firing. These simulated results are basically in accordance with experimental results. Through the observation and analysis of the findings, we prove the validity of the model so we can further adopt this model to study other properties and characteristics of the network, laying the foundation for further work on cortex activity.